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AESTHETIC COHSCIZ‘IICE

PSYCHOLOGICAL‘GESTURE (IN OBJECTS. SETTINGS. FT03)

ATEOSPHERE

STYLE

1 would liko to say something about Terry's plays

Embaba and 3e31;t3.310_me.s and Z’he..Goldon.. Prince-3.3].

Ono thing is absolutely and instinctively right. This is a

kind of freedom your actors have. It is so.nccessory for

each rehearsal, and sometimes we lose this because of wrong

behaviour of the director. (I do this very often). Some~

times something is going on inside of me which disturbs me

and the actors quite subconsciously. and then I see we lose

the freedom. I know this very well from my own experience.

I must point out that this freedom which is in Terry's play

will bring you fruits.

AESTHETIC CONSCIENCEI

But. I would suggest to Terry to be aware of two

kinds of mistakes which actors often make. Sometimes the

aesthetic conscience is lost. For instance. in the Robber

scene this morning. It was very nicely done, but the voices

were bad. It is something which must not be done under any

circumstances. The whole beautiful. simple idea of the

robbers overcoming Kassim, Hos killcd_throuzh the ugly sounds

on the car. If it remain: unnoticeable, then it grows and we

will do more such \npleaeant things which will be so disturb—

ing. The director must always point out that this is unEcs—

thotic.
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PSYCHOLOGICAL GESTURE: IN 0§JWCTS. SETTINGS, ETC.

Today I want to speak with you theoretically about

the psychological gesture. and then really to apply it.

This talk today will be the transition to tomorrow's review

of old settings. We shall prepare the point of view from

which we have to Judge the settings. on the basis of psycho-

logical gesture.
'

We have spoken about psychological gesture as some-

thing which is organic. bound together with the human body

and human psychology, but is to be found everywhere. not

only in the human body. In nature, in the living things,

and in dead things. In everything, and everywhere an artist

can find or create psychological gestures which are not in

immediate connection to the human body.

For instance. this stick has a gesture. The length.

thickness and color or this stick makes a certain impression

on the human soul, and this souL if it is an actor’s or ar-

tist’s. reacts on all these impressions. and this reaction

can be made or molded 2g ii it is psychological gesture. If

I am concentrating on the stick with the desire to find the

gesture of this stick, it really gives me the impression

that the gesture is made by the means of the stick's form.

shape. color. position, etc. If so, then we have to think

of the following part of our art which is the impression made

by settings in the theatre.
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If everything for an artist's mind makes a psy-

chological gesture, that means that the artist can combine

the things around him so that all these things will wake a

certain gesture. For instanco, if the actor has to take a

rfrlfi staircase he can take this staircase and put it on

the—stage, and this staircase is something which makes a

gesture. A gesture up, or if necessary, ddwn: it depends

on many things. This staircase is the part of the setting

in which we are going to act. and this staircase has a cer—

tain amount of activity - certain qualities. It is hard.

and it is persistent. it makes a certain effort. the ges—

ture is lying in it, and so on. The gesture is there in

this staircase.

magine that we have to perform something which

we consider has a gesture which has quite different qual-

ities from that. We have to find these qualities inside of

us as actors, as far as it concerns us as actors, but we

have also to find the same gesture in the setting around

 

and you will see that there is quite

a different psycholcgy in this staircase, and the psychology

of the whole stage which surrounds the ectors is always

something which is one thing; one harmonious whole with the

actor.

 

Therefore, it is not a matter of ind

 

:ference what
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kind of setting the actor has. The surrounding can help

him to act, or hinder him' and not only the actor but the

audience..which is much more important. If the setting

as a composition of certain gestures around the actor. is

is disharmony with the creative idea, then the audience

will subconsciously do the following thing; I on following

the actor's acting but something will make me unhappy - as

audience I do not know what it is, but perhaps it is the

chair which has too high a back. Perhaps the gesture of

the whole scene requires that the chair will be low. with

a low back. Then it will make harmony with the actor's

acting, and the audience will feel much more roceytive be-

cause of this small subconscious thing. Therefore. the

question of the gestures of settings around the actor is

not something outward, but it belongs to the psychology of

the actor's acting. in which surrounding I develop my actor's

gesture.

Now, how to find or to create the psychological

gesture in things around us. We have to fig it inwardly and

outwardly. We must not say. for instance. that the triangle,

4::Ei which makes a certain gesture, has a certain ges-

ture — it is not enough. We have to do this gesture h1-

wardly, then we have the right to say the triangle has a

certain gesture. Again. it is the same principle which lies

as a ground under everything in our school. Everything must
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be done. In all our exereiqos there is always a certain
 

point which can be m. Even when the director gives his

actors certain new pictures to imagine, they must follow

actively. not receive Just passively. There will be a great

difference in the future work. If you do it by taking the

imagination passively, you are not only not preparing your-

selves as: actors. but quite the opposite. you are consuming

certain power which you could use later.

When I receive the description of a scene passively,

then I get :1 certain satisfaction as actor, which is bad.

now I an only a spectator. or the person who has to be enter-

tained. and I have to a certain extent finished with what has

been told me. it is digested. and I have nothing more to do

with it. Therefore. it it: so important in our rehearsals to

{get the habit of taking all things actively, ME. them in-

side. Again we look at the triangle and we understand that

the gosture of triangle is, for instance. up. It is nothing

for us; we have to go. this inside. then we will understand

this m"tune. The triwgle wants something; and we must want

the 9:13;: thin

‘
:2

will you

'
5lease. inwardly, do this gesture. Do it

in different directions. for example. up or (1mm. which is

quite different. will you please do this staircase fr}!

4-" . n. V .. ..

.4

then this one 13‘ You can feel the 1‘
  

cholcgy of these
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\

different staircases. New this triengle I] \ and this

/— __.i

triangle i 5 Do you feel the psychology of those tri-

angle-.3? Two different chumetora, two different beings.

/

T‘—\' Now. compare the psychology

   

Then this triangle

between the triangles ,1 1 and this staircase i’

 

J \
I \

Give them your life. or rather take from them something

which gives you a certain kind of life.

If we are able to awaken in us the gesture which

lies behind different things in nature. or artificial things

(such as the staircase). we will be able to understand what

it really means to have scenery around the actor. Gradu-

al‘ , in time. we will develop a certain instinct. a. real

artistic instinct to be able to say the setting is right, or

the setting is wrong. it must be done so because of this

gesture.

The inner (gesture, which we continuously have to

do as actors. will be our new instinct. which will lead us

as the future theatre. as only a. really good and creative

principle can lead a group or a person.

To be led by something which is on the principle

the same nature as the profession, means the most beautiful

thing. And the psychological gesture is our profession. be-

cause from a certain point of view we do nothing but psycho-

logical gesture in our speech. costumes. colors, radiations,
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lighting, etc. Then. if we ore able to awaken that, we awa-

ken our souls — the point from which our whole profession

starts.

It requires quite careful and long concentrated

work and exercise, which really cannot be done in the work,

but in private life. When you are walking on the street.

for instance. tho trees can teach us so much about this gas-

ture. 'Jill you choose a tree or one branch of the tree and

try to create the gesture. You will find in this gesture.

or in that gesture, all those things we have spoken of:

activity. direction, intensity. quality. time. space. Every-

where. For instance, the time 01" this one triangle A

is different from the other triangle .’ and tho space.

I

/

the imaginary space. is quite different.

If we take a stone or a crystal - we must know that

all moving things have a gesture - it must not always be

static things. Having things are doing the gesture too, and

perhaps much more obviously. For instance, colors are doing

gestures with individual interpretations, but certain colors

mks certain impressions. Red is always more active than

blue. But what does this mean? It means the gesture of red

is in a certain way active. and the gesture of blue is pos—

sivo. The color makes the gesture. music also is full of

gesture. Speech, as you know from miss Crowthor, is full

of gestures; and the whole purpose is to awaken our speech so
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that it becomes mature. Arm‘arpeggio scale. Do this gesture.

New contrast with the chromatic scale. Now, do you fool the

tremendous difference?

we do not hear the gesture. we do not see the gos-

ture. We do not even guess that this whole structure makes

a tremendous gesture. If you take it in you can not, you

can speak. or move - there is a whole story~ to act, describe.

move in this, We are blind to this gesture because we do not

need it in our everyday life. or in our profession now. Our

profession is contracting. undeveloped and shrunken. But if

our profession is to be developed, then it must be developed

in this why. so that we my be specialists for reading, hear-

ing. seeing everywhere psychological gesture. Then we will

be able to awaken certain powers in our creative nature

which cmmot bo awakened without this specializing in the

gesture.

For instance. in music it is quite clear and obvious

that each sentence can be taken as a gesture. For our imagi-

nation it is the same. Our images, if they are passive they

are bloodless — very pale and very gentureless. What does it

really mean to imagine actively? It means to <_i_9_ gestures in

our imagination. or by means of our imagination. If we ima-

gine we are donkeys. passively. it does not give us anything

for the depth 01‘ our creative souls. We must do something

that awakens certain depth of power. Now imagine we are the
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donkeys in Terry's fairy tale — we are actively doing ges—

tures with our imagination.

Nevdll take another example in literature. Each

writer. each playwright. has gestures. I do not mean that

he describes this or that - no. it is how he writes. It is

well known that one writes by doing strong and temperamental

gestures; by saying some words and omitting others - he

molds with gestures which are strong and powerful. and another

writes - how he combines the words. not the content - so that

it is soft and feminine, only by the sing of writing. There

is nothing in the whole world which is not doing a certain

gesture for a real artist who is walking through this world

creatively. That means that if an artist is a really cre-

ative traveller he travels by giving gestures to everything.

and taking gestures from everything and everybody.

There is a certain realm or region where chaos

reigns. There is always chaos somewhere. and the whole world,

for an artist. falls into two realms. two worlds. One is what

is usually called the cosmos, something which has form, which

is created. and the other is chaos, which is not yet created.

The artist always walks between or through these two worlds.

What does it mean to be an artist? To make cosmos out of

chaos. An artist alxmys finds where the chaos is and makes

a cosmos of this psychologically. physically, spiritually.

What does it mean? It means that the artist ap-
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preaches chaos with the ability to make gestures ~ psycho-

logical gestures, and then chaos at once becomes obedient to

his creative spirit end mind. As an example. if we approach

this chaos, with the idea of making a gesture out of it we

will find so many gestures. But you must make an effort to

grasp it, to solidify or mold it. For instance, out of chaos_

you take some part and mold a gesture out oi it by being able

to see the gestures. There are, of course in the cosmos cer-

tain substances which are absolutely chaotic. Thewhito of

an egg is absolute chaos. From the point of View of chemis-

try there is no organization there 5 it does not really ex-

ist as a form. It is only chaos. This is a true physical

example. It would be much more interesting for us to have

psychological examples of chaos.

Tomorrow we will look on those settings from the

point of View of the gesture. uhieh is created out of this

material which we can consider as chaos. . anterial, wood,

etc., what kind of gestures will be made from it? It is for

us chaos‘out of which we are going to create certain psycho-

logical gestures for the setting.

ATMOSPHERE:

We shall continue the exercises for atmosphere

which we did on Friday. The atmosphere is much more flexible

than we think, or better to say then we have experienced. So
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for. we have worked mainly with things like the famous ca-

\

thedrel atmosphere vhich remains unchangcablo. You have

done this cathedral atmosphere very well. Other atmospheres

such as The Fishine Scenes were well done sometimes, but}

 

they were inclined to be heavy and porlmps a. bit clumsy, but

they were not badly done.

Please do not confuse the two things. The atmos-

phere was well done. It is sometimes necessary to keep the

same atmosphere for a long time. It is not a bad thing. It

must be done. But, I want to point out tint the nature of

the atmosphere has a certain flexibility which we have not

developed yet in our group. We must be able to change the

atmomhero as flexibly as we clunge our gestures. For this

aim I think we have to do certain exercises. I have noticed

during our recent rehearsals :33. Slxdonoff's ploy end Monty's

play, that sometimes the atmosphere with which we start the

scene comes quite naturally. and then remains behind because

the action {goes on, but the atmosphere is not flexible enough

and simply disappears. You must develop the ability to fol—

low the events so that the atmosphere follows them as easily

as you follow them as actors by doing objectives, (gestures.

etc. The ataosphere must be flexible enough to be able to

change when each new event occurs on the stage from your own.

:Lction. Therefore. we shall do some exercises.

new, I will tell you what kind 0:" atmosphere you

\
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have to take. I will tell you what happens and you have to

see this new event or olmnge. and to follow it with the at-

mosphero. Then another: change which must he followed with

the atmosphere. It must rise quite Naturally. no the action

arises. For example. the door opens - I have to act without

lmowlng why I have to act. If I have this ability of keeping

and spreading the atmosphere, it will follow my action.

Take the atmosphere as we have done it lost time:

The sitting room in the widow'a house. and the strange virl.

(How create the atmosphere as if you were acting.) This

repeating "Mother." and the a '

strange girl with the paper flower in her min/\saymg,

 

"Whose E.'.othcr?". Quiet, auspicious atmosphere. Scandal is

here. The atmosphere oi‘ expectation that pertmps this is a

scandal. The whole room knows that the son is a strange per—

son and anything can be expected. Therefore, everybody

thinks there is some strange connection between the son who

has been living abroad. and the beggar girl. This feeling

comes to the surface when she says. "Liothori‘.

How follow the atmosphere oi‘ the events I will de—

scribe to you: The girl looks in the eye: of tho general'o

widow, who sees that there are tears in the girl's eyes.

She looks so strangely at the gene-calm widow that we guess

she is not looking at her, but is looking at something beau-

tii‘ul which is beyond her. She is looking at somebody who

is not there. She says. "my mother." The widow asks her in
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a whisper, "Whose mother‘2'. Then the servant enters the

room with quite a different gltmosphere and breaks the at—

mosphere. In great excitement he announces. ":iadam, your

son has come back - he is here and is coming in a few min-

ute: ."' The girl stops crying - hor :‘ace is buming and

her eyes are flaming. How it is clear that the son and she-

are in some way connected. We hear his footsteps below -

he is getting nearer and nearer and as he gets nearer his

steps quicken, and then slow don-m before the door. The

door is opened - he is here. The mother {gets up and says.

"Stop. Before you embrace-me my son, ”(all me. who is this

girl." Pause. The son {mm-Jere. "She is my wife."

Now the atmosphere is changed. There is chaos in

the atmosphere. Everybody begins to move and speak chaoti-

eally. Do not do it. but do it in your ine'ginotion and radi-

ate the atmosphere, through your group feeling in your ima-

gination. Rom. quite unexpectedly you hear strange stops.

as if somebody is running through the rooms. and it is

strange because no one walks through this house like that.

The man in spectacles appears. No one knows him. He in—

troduces himself quite freely. His piercing nature pushes

everybody back, and everybody feels he has to give space

(psychologically) otherwise he will be hurt by this active.

piercing person. He tells the story of how the son has mar—

ried this strange girl. He knows everything in a. very cynical
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way, without any really romantic explanation.

critiCism‘l‘he atmosphere was not strong enough, and the

change almost Lmnoticeable. but it docs not matter. for

we will exercise this doing; gestures with atmowhero, and

in til-no we will get this ability, not only to follow the

events. but to guess at once what kind of atmosphere be.—

longs to this event. to that moment. Please remember this

idea of fle:-:ibility of the atmosphere, and the possibility

to act on everything with the atmoaphcre. Thom are no sit-

uations where the atmosphere cannot be created. It can be

created always — sometmes with more effort and penetrating

into the situation. It is sometimes difficult to find the

aimesphcre. owecially in comedy, but it is always possible

and always necessary.

STYLE:

Question: Why is it more difficult in comedy?

 

Answer: The nature of comedy is the succession of events,

and drama the succession of moods. The real approach to

comedy and drama from the ooint of View of the director is

Eitmosphere — moo?)

that in dmma itAis much more important for the director.

when the director is going to directtragedy, he must be more

careful with the inner psychological gesture. when he is

going to direct comedy he must try to create the gesture of

events. In comedy the action is much more important than in
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drama.‘ For instance, in a dramatic scene she enters and

he enters. and at that momen}: a. chair falls dovm. In gram:

it in more important what she is thinking when he appears.

and why he says these words. why the chair falls down - each

symbol is important. It is quite a different approach for

the director, although in both comerxv and drama the actor

has to act mlJy both the inner and outer events.


